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February 20th, 2017.

Weekly

Message
Seeing beyond the bend... to your
destination.

Can

I indeed make it like
others ? Can I distinguish myself in my
area of interest ? For many who live by
what they see and are influenced by what
people think and expect of them; they ask
can I measure up ? Can I keep up with, if
not surpass the joneses? Many questions
, all pointing to one... Is the destination
I have defined and the dream I have so
elaborately created doable ? These questions with many more typically dominate
the mind of man and almost always follow
in quick succession after the creation of a
lofty destination/ dream . Once you begin
to boldly declare .... I have a dream... and
you joyfully sing, I believe I can fly.... Next
comes the battle of mind...
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Seeing beyond the bend...
to your destination.

The point here is what you
cannot see or perceive as real;
you cannot pursue and what
you do not pursue , you rarely
get!!

Let me quickly point out that this internal
discourse which precedes the beginning
of a distinguished pursuit ( just like Jesus Christ faced the temptation before
he launched out into his ministry here on
earth) often come with great intensity and
happens so fast, many tend to give up
right there and many more simply stall at
this point! But until you confront it, clear
it off the way , there is no moving ahead.
Really, what happens in your mind, holds
more power than what happens in the
world. The point here is what you cannot
see or perceive as real; you cannot pursue
and what you do not pursue , you rarely
get!!
The creative, beautifully crafted and
inspiring destination you have been
defining will not get off the table until
you see it happening. If you have been
imaginative as was advised, then you
will need to develop the skill of ....
seeing beyond the bends which often
accompanies a worthwhile dream.
Wouldn’t you fight for your dream?

It should be obvious now that the
organ required is not the eye.
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What then does it really take to see beyond the bend?
What then does it really take to see beyond the bend? May
be, before we attempt to put together some action steps, it will
be helpful to explore what it means to see beyond the bend. Two
things immediately come to mind:
1 Seeing possibility without any precedence
( like my learned fellows often look for) to
rely upon
2

Having a precedence somewhere else, by
someone else or sometimes in the past,
but now seeing the possibility of a repeat
given the current circumstances or much
bluntly put constraints in your own life.

It should be obvious now that the organ required is not the eye.
The faculty of man where issues are debated and birthed before
they ever see the light of the day is the MIND. Unfortunately, too
many people are too busy pursuing other things that they rarely
devote time to develop, refine and renew their minds. I make bold
to say that the mind of man what created by God so wonderfully ;
that when refined it has the capacity to see beyond every manner
of bend that there is.
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For as he thinks in his heart,
so is he .., Prov 23:7. The Bible
places the responsibility of refining or renewing the mind, on
man’s effort. Let me summarize
these tasks from my research of
the scriptures into three simple
steps:
1. Do not determine your capability and possibility by the opinion of man , no matter who he /
she is. Man is not the creator of
the human race and as such his
opinion of him may be flawed as
is limited.
2. Draw your perspectives from
the opinion of God ...expressed
in his written WORD. Where God
Offers no express opinion on an
issue, you are free to explore being guided by many resources He
has provided... But you remain in
the drivers seat!
3. Create the right mind set by dwelling on
the right information, and associations.
With these, your mind will be ready to see
beyond every single bend on your way and
the passion to pursue jumps right back!

References:

Romans 12:2, Phil 4:8,
Prov 13:20,
Gen 15:1-6, Joshua 1:8
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